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ABSTRACT Improved strategies for synthesis make it
possible to expand the range of glycopeptides available for
detailed conformational studies. The glycopeptide 1 was syn-
thesized using a new solid phase synthesis of carbohydrates
and a convergent coupling to peptide followed by deprotection.
Its conformational properties were subjected to NMR analysis
and compared with a control peptide 2 prepared by conven-
tional solid phase methods. Whereas peptide 2 fails to man-
ifest any appreciable secondary structure, the glycopeptide 1
does show considerable conformational bias suggestive of an
equilibrium between an ordered and a random state. The
implications of this ordering effect for the larger issue of
protein folding are considered.

Although glycosylation of many natural products is a wide-
spread phenomenon, the consequences of this modification on
the molecular properties of proteins are not well understood.
An intriguing possibility is that glycosylation of the protein
effects the conformation of the nascent chain and influences
its rate of folding (1–3). In spite of this and many other
outstanding issues pertaining to glycosylated species, studies
have been relatively few due to the limited availability of
suitable material and model compounds. Some relief is now
being realized with improvements in methodology for synthe-
sis of oligosaccharides and glycopeptides (4–11). For instance,
access to the glycopeptide 1 studied here (vide infra) is a
consequence of these advances (12). Its pentapeptide segment
was designed to incorporate the Asn–Xxx–Thr consensus
sequence for N-glycosylation, and a trisaccharide was linked
through the side chain amide of the asparagine residue to the
peptide.
A detailed picture of the organization of a pendant oligo-

saccharide on a fully folded protein in solution has been
obtained from the recent study of the glycosylated CD2 protein
(13). However, in trying to determine the extent to which
glycosylation influences early stages of the protein folding
process, glycopeptides provide more appropriate models since
the conformation of the system is not dominated by the overall
fold of the ultimately organized protein structure. Some recent
studies on glycopeptides have provided insights into potential
conformational consequences of glycosylation for both O-
linked and N-linked species (14–19).
In the case of O-linked glycopeptides (14, 15, 20), NMR

studies have shown that the peptide backbone responds to
glycosylation, as evidenced by changes in sequential amide–
amide nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) interactions. The
response is further modulated by whether the sugar compo-
nent is a mono- or disaccharide. Direct evidence for local
interaction between sugar and peptide backbone has been
indicated by the existence of an NOE crosspeak between the
amide proton of the N-acetylglucosamine attached to the

O-linked residue and the backbone amide of the threonine to
which the sugar was attached (14). In the case of N-linked
species in aqueous solution, f luorescence energy transfer and
NMR studies support the notion of a change in the distribution
of conformations in response to glycosylation (16–19). For
N-linked glycopeptides in aqueous solution, NOE data that
might indicate proximity between the saccharide and peptide
backbone sites have been lacking. In a recent study of a
glycosylated tripeptide in organic solvent, NOE interactions
indicating an ordered structure have been observed (21).
A problem that had been undercutting research pertaining

to this important question was that molecules of the size that
can in practice be readily prepared often do not show a clear
preference for a single conformation in aqueous solution. Such
lack of structural definition complicates NMR studies in
particular, and conformational analysis in general. Given the
sorts of advances discussed above, we were now in a posture to
gain access to more promising constructs. Thus, the glycopep-
tide 1 used in this study was synthesized using our convergent
solid-phase synthesis of a trisaccharide (made via the glycal
assembly method) followed by convergent coupling to a pen-
tapeptide and global deprotection. The reference peptide 2 was
synthesized using standard solid phase peptide synthesis (22).

RESULTS

Our goal was to conduct studies in aqueous solution that might
emulate, as closely as possible, a biologically relevant environ-
ment. Although NOE crosspeaks in the amide region were not
seen in H2O down to 08C, they were observed at 2128C using
a mixture of 10% C3D6O in 90% H2O as solvent, allowing the
increased stabilization of low energy conformers. The addition
of up to 15% of acetone had no significant impact on the
resonance positions in the spectrum, thus indicating that the
level of cosolvent used does not perturb the conformation. To
understand how glycosylation influenced the conformational
properties of the peptide portion, the unglycosylated peptide
2 was examined under these conditions to provide a frame of
reference (see Fig. 1).
For the glycopeptide at2128C, a continuous string of NOEs

was observed among the NH protons of the backbone as well
as out along the asparagine side chain to its NH and to the
N-acetyl group of the N-linked sugar residue. This finding is
illustrated via a section of the two-dimensional NOE spec-
troscopy data from glycopeptide in Fig. 2A. By contrast, the
NOE interactions of the peptide are fewer and less intense
(Fig. 2B). Along the backbone of the free peptide, a crosspeak
of medium intensity connects the NH of the C-terminal Thr
residue to the NH of the preceding Leu-4. Also, a weak
crosspeak between the NH of this leucine and the a NH of the
preceding asparagine residue can be observed. Correcting for
the intrinsic variation in intensities of NOEs between the two
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molecules using an internal standard such as the alanine a to
methyl proton crosspeak, the NH–NH NOE intensities of the
peptide are still smaller than those of the glycopeptide. In
addition the NOE between the backbone amides of Leu-2 and
Asn-3 is entirely missing for the peptide. To check for the
presence of NOEs in the peptide that might have been missed
due to the effects of molecular size (23), a rotating-frame
Overhauser effect spectroscopy experiment was conducted
and no additional NOEs were observed.
The patterns of amidic to aliphatic NOEs for the reference

peptide component of both molecules are rather similar, both
in terms of interactions to other protons in the same residue
and to a and side chain protons of the previous residue. For
the glycopeptide there are NOEs evident between the Asn-g
amide and the amide of theN-acetyl group, with nonexchange-
able protons on the sugar. NOE interactions in the glycopep-
tide are observed between the methyl of the N-acetyl group
and the backbone NH of the Leu-2 residue, with evidence for
interaction with the Leu-4 NH as well.

This finding is important as it provides a means of identi-
fying the orientation of the N-acetylglucosamine residue
relative to the peptide. NOEs between a component of the
oligosaccharide and a backbone proton have not been noted in
the other N-linked glycopeptide models whose studies in
aqueous solution have been reported (17–19). The shifts of the
b protons and 3JCaCb couplings for the asparagine residue are
rather similar both in the glycopeptide and free peptide,
indicating that the x1 torsion angle is largely in one of two
staggered conformations, x1 5 2608 or 1808, with one favored
over the other. Because the b protons of Asn are not discrim-
inated, it is possible that one of these is preferred in the peptide
and the other in the glycopeptide. Analysis of peaks arising
from the more distal second and third sugar residues was not
made because of complications from spectral overlap.
Measurement of the NH to Ha couplings were in the range

of 6.5–7.5 Hz with the exception of the threonine amide, which
had a coupling of 8.7 Hz, indicating an extended or random
structure (25). The effect of temperature on chemical shift of

FIG. 2. The amide proton portions of 600 MHz 2D NOE spectroscopy experiments with 350 ms mixing time at a temperature of 2128C in 90%
H2O/10% C3D6O, using WATERGATE water suppression (24) for the glycopeptide 1 (A) at '1 mM and pH 5.6, and the unmodified peptide 2 (B)
at '4 mM and pH 5.6.

FIG. 1. The b-N-linked glycopeptide 1 and the pentapeptide 2 investigated. The arrows indicate some key NOE interactions observed to amidic
protons on the glycopeptide.
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the amides ranged from 27.9 to 29.2 parts per billiony8C.
These measurements tend to suggest the absence of strong
specific hydrogen bonding interactions for the peptide amide
protons (26).
The most likely structural conclusion for the peptide portion

of the glycopeptide is a conformational equilibrium between at
least one ordered or partially ordered structure, and a random
state. To explore whether NOEs would allow the putative
ordered state of the glycopeptide to be consistent with a single
preferred conformer, 15 simulated annealing calculations were
carried out with the X-PLOR program (27), using 52 NOEs as
constraints. There were 15 interresidue NOEs for the peptide
portion, and seven between the peptide and the N-linked
sugar. These calculations started from an extended structure
for the peptide backbone with the side chain amide linkage and
the N-acetyl on the glucosamine in the trans orientation. The
latter arrangement is consistent with coupling constants to the
side chain and N-acetyl amides of 9.8 and 9.5 Hz, respectively.
An extended structure seemed to be the most appropriate as
well since there were neither the intermediate range NOEs nor
coupling constants in the peptide backbone that would suggest
a turn or more compact structure.
Of the resulting structures, two were discarded for NOE

violations and unfavorable energies, of the remaining 13, 11
fell into a family of rather similar conformations (pairwise rms
1.35 6 1.11 Å). The family of similar conformations is shown
in Fig. 3. These results indicate that a single conformational
class is compatible with the pattern of NOEs. In analyzing
influences exerted by the oligosaccharide, one might be con-
cerned with the fact that the termini of the peptide were not
capped. However, earlier work on conformational preferences
of peptides suggest that this is not a dominating effect (26). The
conclusions drawn here and that from earlier work (14–19)
indicates that glycosylation at least limits the conformational
range available to the neighboring peptide. Even if a single well
defined secondary structure in this size peptide domain is not
induced, the conformational restriction has the effect of
reducing the range of possibilities explored by this domain.
This restriction could likely be extrapolated to the behavior of
a glycosylated segment in a protein being transcribed.
Of course, the effects shown here may not be solely attrib-

utable to specific carbohydrate contacts. In principle other
noninteractive, noncarbohydrate moieties mounted at the g
carboxyl of the asparganine residue might well have induced

their own conformational restrictions on the peptide. How-
ever, our work in concert with earlier findings (14–21) tends
to suggest the existence of such specific contacts as biasing
element in glycopeptides. It has been argued theoretically that
a modest change in biasing the energy landscape can have a
significant effect on reducing the number of folding paths a
protein may choose with concomitant increase in the rate of
productive folding (3). Thus, even if glycosylation only preju-
diced the conformation at an early stage of folding, it could
have the impact of substantially speeding up the process of
arriving at the correct folded structure. The results described
are certainly supportive of such a scenario. Further advances
in synthetic methodology will allow for assessment of the full
range of the effects of glycosylation on secondary structure.
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FIG. 3. Rendering of the 11 similar structures derived from the
simulated annealing calculations. The two distal sugars are omitted
from the illustration since there were no experimentally determined
NOE constraints for them.
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